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Education security solutions

Simplify life 
on campus



Keep people safe
Secure campus access

Rapid evacuation and lockdown

Quick, accurate communication

Optimize facility use
Streamlined resource utilization 

Simplified administration

Reduced costs

Protect assets and data
Third party integration (HR, CCTV)

Agile locker management

Intelligent alarm monitoring

Reduce cyber security risk
Regular software updates

Assured business continuity

Compliance

Mobile Connect

Gallagher’s Mobile Connect app allows students and staff to use 

a mobile device just like an access card. Harnessing the power 

of Bluetooth® wireless technology, Mobile Connect software 

interfaces directly with Gallagher Command Centre, resulting in 

a highly secure access credential.

• Eliminate the replacement cost of lost/stolen cards. 

• Remote provisioning allows access to be set up in advance of 

a user visiting a site.

• Enhance security with two-factor authentication  (PIN , 

fingerprint or facial recognition). 

• Open doors and use long-range readers to access car parks. 

• Activate heating, ventilation, air conditioning and lights.

Command Centre Mobile

The Command Centre Mobile App securely connects your 

security personnel to Command Centre. Get the flexibility to 

monitor and manage your campus from any location, providing 

greater control and maximizing productivity.

• Manage alarms, respond to open door requests and perform 

common overrides anywhere on or off campus.

• Manage temporary entry/exit points with the mobile access 

feature allowing secure access control anywhere on site.

• Allow guards to be mobile and spend more time out on patrol.

• Scan QR and barcodes for quick information display on 

cardholder or asset.



Keep people safe on campus

Rapid evacuation and lockdown

Gallagher Command Centre helps you respond swiftly and 

accurately during emergency situations such as fire, natural 

disaster, terrorism or active shooter events. 

• Secure your campus quickly and simply with the push of a 

button to notify students and staff when an incident occurs.

• Identify, locate and respond to potential risks on campus in 

real-time, enabling a swift and accurate response.

• Notify people of changing threat levels using building 

intercom systems and Broadcast Notifications to mobile 

phones and email. Send instructions and updates to students 

and staff, with different messages based on where they are 

on campus. 

Secure campus access

Ensure people only have access to areas they are qualified to be 

in, and effectively manage compliance with your organizational 

policies and government regulations.

• Access to specific areas can be based on enrollment or HR 

information, or individual competencies including inductions, 

licenses, training and qualifications. 

• Seamless integration with existing third-party systems like 

CCTV, Salto and Aperio hardware.

• Optional first card unlock keeps specific areas on campus  

secure until a nominated cardholder has accessed it first, 

such as a teacher or other member of staff. 

Keeping students, staff, and visitors safe is essential to create an effective learning 
environment. Gallagher’s  industry leading integrated security solutions provide complete 
campus control from one central management platform, and deliver a seamless experience 
for your entire learning community.



Keep people safe on campus

“Gallagher Command Centre was directly involved with placing physical barriers between 
an active gunman and hundreds of high school students filling 37 classrooms. As far as 

I’m aware, there’s no other product on the market that has the capabilities and integration 
solutions for protecting students and staff to the extent of Gallagher Command Centre.”

James Straatmeyer – Chief Executive Officer, Integrated Technology and Security

“Campus access for dismissed students has been prevented, their access  
is automatically restricted by the admin department.”

Director of IT, American University of the Middle East

Student accomodation

Your duty of care is to keep students safe and supported in 

student accommodation buildings. With intelligent, integrated 

access control and visitor management solutions you can:

• Monitor student access to residential areas, including their 

last door access. 

• Manage visitors in residential areas to enforce visiting 

hours and protocols. Track visitor arrival and departure, and 

generate notifications about visitors who are overdue leaving. 

• Streamline access to accommodation and other resources 

using Gallagher’s Mobile Connect app or a single access card. 

• Improve the enrollment process by pre-setting student 

credentials to allow immediate access, avoiding queues and 

delays.

Visitor management

Control access using the Gallagher Visitor Management 

interface to create an open yet secure environment that keeps 

visitors on campus safe.

• Manage visitor and contractor access on and off-site, 

including updating visitor details, capturing photos and 

printing visitor labels, assigning escorts and access cards.

• Ensure people are in the right place at the right time, and 

visiting times are adhered to in student accommodation.  

• Send manual or automated email/SMS notifications to hosts 

of visitor arrival or visitors who are overdue to leave. 

• Prevent unauthorized access through automatic revocation 

of cards after expiration.



Protect data and reduce cyber security risks

Threat management

Gallagher’s continually evolving software technology and cyber 

security counter measures are designed with built-in security to 

mitigate the risk of cyber-attack and protect your data.

• Reduce cyber security risks through Gallagher’s end-to-end 

encryption and user authentication.

• Identify potential vulnerabilities within your system using 

Gallagher’s Security Health Check, allowing you to proactively 

manage and respond to new and evolving security risks. 

• Implement regular software and hardware updates across 

all devices to stay current with cyber threats and effectively 

manage obsolescence. 

• Receive expert configuration advice to deploy the system 

in a secure environment, and a Gallagher hardening guide to 

further strengthen each component.

• Gallagher carries out internal and external penetration testing 

during development to identify vulnerabilities before updates 

or new solutions are released.

A cyber breach of your security system has the potential to unlock doors, compromise 
building systems, expose personal contact details and access data, and provide a way into 
other systems, which could have far reaching consequences.

Integration with student management and 
human resource systems

Simplify data management and protect data integrity by 

integrating systems and storing data securely.

Integration between Command Centre and student management 

or human resources systems streamlines building and people 

management, saving you time and money, and enabling staff to 

focus on interacting with students.



Gallagher’s intelligent access control solutions provide 

management and protection for valuable assets and resources 

on your campus. 

Command Centre’s integration with student and employee 

credentials allows you to carefully control access to restricted 

areas like robotics and research laboratories, swimming pools 

and sports facilities. 

• Supervise access to restricted areas with intelligent alarm 

monitoring and advanced site map functionality. 

• Automatically lock teaching rooms when not in use. 

• Use zone counting to monitor the number of people in an 

area. 

• Produce comprehensive audit trails for a high level of 

traceability, for both internal use and regulatory audits.

Locker Management

Gallagher’s fully integrated Locker Management solution allows 

you to manage locker access, automate allocation, and ensure 

the best use of locker resources. Flexible allocation times and 

a dynamic locker viewer make it easy for students and staff to 

secure personal items.

• Students and staff can choose a locker convenient to 

their location on a day-to-day basis, using a single access 

credential for both building and locker access (Mobile 

Connect app or access card). 

• Improve locker utilization by allocating users to available 

lockers in real time, avoiding lockers sitting idle. 

• Locker administrators can use one system to manage building 

access and lockers, improving efficiency.

Protect valuable assets

Geoff Burns – Deputy Proctor, University of Otago

“Due to the nature and value of our assets, it’s critical not just to control who has 
access to facilities but to be able to identify exactly when areas were accessed 

and to know who was there.”



Software part numbers 

C201311 Command Centre

C12625 Booking Interface (SyllabusPlus)

C12784 Cardholder REST API

2A8961 Enterprise Data Import Interface (EDII)

C12689 BACnet Protocol HLI

C12671 Visitor Management

2A8570 Mobile Connect Credential

3E1358 Photo ID & Encoding

T-Series readers

Video integration

Elevator integration

Gallagher Command Centre allows you to efficiently manage 

multiple sites and buildings, each with different requirements, 

from one centralized system. Gallagher solutions optimize 

facility use and reduce unnecessary overheads by improving 

facility management and energy consumption.  

Simplify administration
Simplified administration processes save time and money, while 

improving staff productivity – freeing them to spend more time 

with students and create a great campus experience. 

• Access to classrooms, lecture theaters, computer labs, 

elevators, accommodation, parking, the gym, cafeterias, 

libraries, lockers, printing facilities, meeting rooms and 

common use areas can all be efficiently managed from one 

central system.

• Use Gallagher’s Mobile Connect app just like an access 

card or distribute Photo ID and encoded access cards prior 

to enrollment, so that students are automatically granted 

access on arrival. 

• Moving to a single card for many functions on campus 

reduces expenses associated with storage and replacement 

of lost student access cards, ID cards, library cards and keys.  

Business efficiency and cost savings
Gallagher’s integrated security solutions allow you to manage 

site security, control building management systems, enforce 

compliance and increase system efficiency – reducing 

operational and training costs, energy use, and utility costs.

• Manage room bookings - search, plan, book or reschedule 

rooms and course timetables.

• Lock or unlock rooms, and activate room services such as 

lighting and air conditioning based on scheduled bookings.

• Set pre- and post-booking offsets, allowing for early room 

preparation and delayed shutdown after an event.

• Monitor and control HVAC (heating, ventilation and air 

conditioning), air quality and other building management 

systems using the BACnet protocol. 

• Manage cameras, electronic gates and car park lighting 

through Command Centre to enhance safety and efficiency. 

• Ensure you are always ready for future growth in student 

numbers, campus extension or building upgrades with 

Gallagher’s scalable and highly flexible system.

Powerful reporting

Command Centre’s comprehensive range of reporting options 

keep you informed and make informed decisions.  

• Ease administration burdens with simple, automated, 

customizable reporting. 

• Retrieve and report on stored information including student 

and staff location, resource utilization, competencies and 

campus items. 

• Reliable decision-making information with Gallagher’s real-

time audit trail provides prompt reporting options to keep you 

informed and help you to make informed decisions.

Optimize facility use

“The integration with the Gallagher solution is amazing. Our operational costs 
have been reduced wherever it is used.”

Director of IT, American University of the Middle East
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DISCLAIMER: This document gives certain information about 
products and/or services provided by Gallagher Group Limited 
or its related companies (referred to as “Gallagher Group”). The 
information is indicative only and is subject to change without 
notice meaning it may be out of date at any given time.  Although 
every commercially reasonable effort has been taken to ensure the 
quality and accuracy of the information, Gallagher Group makes no 
representation as to its accuracy or completeness and it should 
not be relied on as such. To the extent permitted by law, all express 
or implied, or other representations or warranties in relation to the 
information are expressly excluded. Neither Gallagher Group nor 
any of its directors, employees or other representatives shall be 
responsible for any loss that you may incur, either directly or 
indirectly, arising from any use or decisions based on the 
information provided. Except where stated otherwise, the 
information is subject to copyright owned by Gallagher Group and 
you may not sell it without permission. Gallagher Group is the 
owner of all trademarks reproduced in this information. All 
trademarks which  are not the property of Gallagher Group, are 
acknowledged. Copyright © Gallagher Group Ltd.  All rights 
reserved.
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